
 

Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 264 

Minutes of Condo Board Meeting on Thursday, June 25, 2020 
 

Present by video or tel.: Eric Auger, Claude Durocher, Jennifer Goldstone, Matthew Castiglia, 
Michelle Richards (CIPM) and Nadia Freeman (CIPM)  

 
Location of meeting: teleconference due to social isolation requirements of pandemic 
 
  ACTION  
1. CALL TO  

ORDER 
 

 Meeting began at  6:34 pm 

2. APPROVAL  
OF AGENDA 
 

 Agenda approved. Added “Signage” as an      
agenda item under New Business. Motion      
moved by Eric and seconded by Matt. 
 

3 APPROVAL OF 
APRIL 23 
MINUTES 

 Minutes approved as written. Motion moved      
by Eric and seconded by Claude. 
 

 
4.  GENERAL BUSINESS 
 
4.1 Board Vacancy CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

Michelle is still waiting to receive Matt       
Castiglia’s disclosure form as there is a 6-        
month deadline to file the form. Matt is        
working on it and will submit by next week.         
Training has to be done by August 26.  
 

4.2 Reserved Parking 
Spots 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle has put notices on about 25 or more         
R spots. So far, no one has contacted her         
with the information requested.  
Michelle is checking spots with owners and       
will update it as information is verified. 
The notices ask the vehicle owner to confirm        
to CIPM, by email with their licence number,        
that they are indeed in the designated spot        
given to them initially. CIPM will ensure that        
those parking illegally will be issued a notice        
to move their car or they will be ticketed. 
Claude mentioned that there is some      
confusion around Odette’s parking spot and      
Odette is expected to write to Michelle. 
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4.3 Pool  CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

Maintenance began June 1 (pool was drained       
and cleaned, then filled).  
 
At the March board meeting, CIPM said       
proxies will be collected from owners in the        
summer and a second pool vote meeting       
organized for September in hope of having       
more owners present. Michelle will compile      
a list of who provided proxies so far. This         
has been put on hold due to the Covid 19          
pandemic and will be discussed at the       
appropriate board meeting.  
 

4.4 Roof Repair- Block 
782 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Delayed due to Covid-19: Michelle said      
Alex (Keller) would inspect by mid-July to       
confirm that the chimney sidings have been       
replaced.  job.  
 

4.5 Lighting CIPM/ 
BOARD 

Michelle said that Metrophere had taken the       
mesh down and that the pole has been        
ordered.  
 

4.6 Steps CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Levett did all 53 urgent broken steps on his         
list. Michelle to compare the invoice against       
steps. 29A was not on the list, but Levett will          
do it tomorrow, June 26. What Michelle has        
seen so far were nicely done.  
 

4.7 Painting CIPM CIPM said Brian is not available to do the         
painting due to a family emergency. Greg       
Collins will do it by mid-August      
($18,419.00) for the following:    
balconies/posts block 782, 766, 762, 758 - 1        
coat - carport 770 - 2 coats metal paint -          
scrape/prep/prime as needed - paint to match       
existing unless otherwise specified by     
customer Includes all paint, supplies and      
labor, primed as needed. 
 
It was agreed at a previous meeting that the         
residents of each block and carport will be        
given 5 days notice of the work to be done. 
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4.8 AUDIT/AGM CIPM/ 

BOARD 
Jennifer put TD in touch with CIPM and the 
auditors to have GIC information forwarded 
to the auditors. They need this to complete 
their audit, then the AGM can be held. The 
auditors got the information and will provide 
a draft report by the end of June. 
 
We talked about holding the AGM later due 
to COVID, i.e., Monday, Sept. 21. Need to 
be sure the auditor report is ready before we 
hold it. We have up to 90 days after the audit 
is completed to hold the AGM. Will do it by 
Zoom. Currently, the emergency is in effect 
until July 15. CIPM has been training on 
Zoom (chair and host). Need to pass a bylaw 
to hold meetings electronically and by phone. 
CIPM to ask lawyer Davidson Hoole to draft 
bylaw for $300 +HST, then another $300 + 
HST to register it. Other boards are doing the 
same. The Board approved having the bylaw 
drafted. As for the AGM, proxies need to be 
emailed. Polls can be done electronically 
during the meeting. CIPM will charge $450 
for a two-hour meeting. For the administrator 
to host, is $75 an hour (or every two hours).  

4.9 Gutters / Trees CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle met with Keller about downspouts.      
Dominion won’t fix them unless they get       
paid to do it.  
Michelle has asked Levett for a quote to        
replace at 766 and 762 blocks. 73B also        
needs to be connected to the balcony.  
 
John of Always Growing provided a quote       
on June 26 for tree trimming, removal of        
dead trees and hedge trimming. In addition,       
there are trees in yards that are pressing        
against and damaging fences and too close to        
buildings.  
 
Michelle and Claude will meet Marcel      
Pelletier next week to identify the trees in        
yards, so he can quote.  
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4.10 Siding Deficiencies  CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

Michelle meeting with Keller next week (not       
paying them for that) to see what needs to be          
done re: deficiency list dated Feb. 23. 
 
Need to give Keller time to fix the        
deficiencies (they had supervised    
Dominion’s work). As for the block 762       
asphalt repair due to siding contractor’s      
equipment, Michelle was getting a quote. As       
noted above, it will be charged to Dominion. 
 

 
5.  FINANCIAL REPORT 
 
5.1 A/R Aging 

Summary 
CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle informed the Board that we are in a         
good position re: arrears. Only 1 NSF since        
May. Michelle did not have the arrears list so         
share with the Board.  
 
The same 3 units are in lien status. 85B was          
up for sale and therefore the outstanding       
monies owed will need to be received to        
complete the sale. 44A has paid up to the 3          
months and have not paid the older arrears.        
13A has not reached out to CIPM or the         
lawyers and is being liened.  
  
Michelle will talk to us later about the $1,200         
legal bill and let us know if it can be charged           
back to owners, roughly $100 a unit (12 units         
got notice).  
 

5.2 Finances CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Claude referred in May to the water/sewer       
amounts in the financial report. Water      
meters will be looked at on July 14 to see if           
accurate.  
 
In May, CIPM had suggested asking owner       
to check if their faucets and toilets are        
running/leaking and to notify CIPM once      
they’ve checked. CIPM could help with      
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monthly analysis of water consumption. The      
Board discussed having CIPM send a notice       
to owners to do their best to keep water costs          
down. Claude also asked CIPM to see what it         
could do to reduce their administrative costs,       
e.g., the amount of mailings to owners. 
 

 
6.  OTHER BUSINESS 
 
6.1 Roof Replacement  

 
CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

OCS’s quote was approved. Keller will do a        
change order to the siding contract.  
 
 

6.2 Williams 
Landscaping and 
fence repair 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

A fence was damaged at the southeast corner        
of block 786 (Unit 42A) due to snow        
removal at least a year ago. Signs that were         
bent or broken by snow plow were brought        
to contractors’ attention. Michelle has a list       
of all the downed signs and will discuss it on          
site with the contractor.  
 
Claude confirmed at an earlier meeting that       
we have spare fence material to fix the fence.         
Michelle will arrange for someone to fix this        
and will bill back to Williams.  
 
Claude noted new damage done by the       
landscapers at block 782. OCS to look into        
repairing and contractor agreed to have it       
charged to him. 
 
Claude spoke to John of Always Growing       
and he and his team worked for three days to          
properly do the work on the property       
(untrimmed or cut lawns etc.).  
 

6.3 Siding Project  KELLER/ 
CIPM/OCS 

OCS mostly completed the pool     
house/office. The Board noted that electric      
plugs still need to be covered and there are         
some exposed wires – not done properly. A        
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vent is still wrapped in plastic. CIPM will        
enquire.  

OCS has started on 754 block. Notice was        
issued to owners to clear balconies. 

Plan A of Phase 3 will be blocks (1) office,          
(2) 754, and (3) 750. We will receive        
progress reports as they go. 
 
Shed has been ordered and need to confirm        
that it is available.  
 
There was some discussion at the May       
meeting on the new corners being used on        
the office. It was agreed that the aluminum        
corner works better than the previous      
product. Keller to get a quote from OCS. 
 
It appears that the caulking on the previous        
product is shrinking and leaving a gap.       
Michelle talked to Keller about this. Keller is        
checking the warranty on new siding with       
gaps and will get back us.  
 

6.4 CLV CIPM Michelle asked CLV again to update on       
tenant information. It seems that residents do       
not receive condo rules.  
 
Michelle sent infraction notices to CLV for       
57A (winter tire storage in common area)       
and 58A (hose going to inflatable pool on        
common area). 
 

6.5 Records 
Management 

BOARD/CIPM In May, Heather reported completion of      
examination of the boxes of records. There       
were two boxes that needed to be put into the          
filing cabinet and 5 boxes needed to be        
shred. Claude will arrange in July for these        
boxes to be destroyed. Heather had aimed       
to clear a file drawer in order to put the two           
boxes in the cabinet. Claude will find a spot         
for the items removed from the drawer.  

6.6 Speed Bumps CIPM/  
BOARD 

Four speed bumps have been ordered. The       
price went up by $18. Hope to receive them         
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 this week. The Board had said in May that it          
would like to see one at the corner by the 770           
carport where vehicles can be coming      
(speeding) from 3 directions which makes it       
very dangerous getting out of the carport.  
 
Claude shared an idea about a long, low        
speed bump, and we wondered about the       
cost. Michelle will get a quote. We noted that         
there is a lot of traffic now with home         
deliveries.  
 

6.7 Condo Office/ 
Electrical Panel/ 
Bathroom Taps 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

DEFERRED: We will revisit after the      
pandemic. 
 

6.8 Landscaping 
Contract /Parking 
Lot Sweeping and  
Line Painting 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 
 

 

As Always Growing’s contract includes     
sweeping the parking lot the Board decided       
that the sweeping of the parking lot can now         
be done, and painting the lines at the same         
time, likely July 7. Notice must be given in         
advance of the day chosen for the sweeping        
and it should note that the vehicles must be         
out of the area from 9 am to 5 pm. Michelle           
and Claude will have a teleconference with       
the contractor to discuss the procedure and       
timing. Michelle said the school cannot give       
permission to park there – people would park        
there at their own risk. People will be        
notified to move their cars, but they are on         
their own as to where they park them. They         
will also be told if they don’t move them         
they will be towed and charged. 
 
It was noted that Always Growing      
weedwhackers do not have shields, so there       
are cut marks on the bottom of all fences.         
Matt will send photos to Michelle and she        
will talk to contractor. 
 
It was noted that there was a pot hole in front           
of Block 770 by the yellow bin. Michelle        
reiterated that she would get a quote from        
Always Growing and Great Outdoors to fill.  
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6.9 Electric 
Vehicles 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

DEFERRED: This item will be discussed      
further in the future. 

6.10 70B crack in roof CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

Michelle advised that since we can resume       
this kind of work, she has asked the owner         
to give us a convenient time to revisit this         
unit. She sent a reminder. 

6.11 Capping of  
Decommissioned 
Chimneys 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle tried Mr. Drouin (Chimney     
cleaner) again for a quote. No answer.       
Michelle asked for a quote from another       
company. 
 

6.12 Sewer drain/ 
Pothole at 
 St. Andre entrance 

CIPM/ 
BOARD 

The City fixed it. Item closed and will be         
removed from the July minutes.  

6.13 Lighting CIPM/ 
BOARD 

A lot of the lights (bulbs and/or fixture) are         
not working at Block 758. We gave up on         
trying to get Keller and Dominion to fix.        
We agreed to buy bulbs and replace them.  
 
Claude said 100 more daylight bulbs are       
needed. They are supposed to be good for        
15,000 hours. He will send a photo to        
Michelle so she can order them. The Board        
will replace the bulbs. We can expect to        
replace bulbs every two years. 
 
Eric noted that there is an electricity       
problem regarding the light in front of a 758         
85B. It is on the deficiency list to be fixed.  

6.14 Pool options CIPM ONGOING: Michelle will look into     
getting a pool consultant to advise on the        
questions posed at the March pool vote       
meeting, e.g., the possibility of converting      
to salt, infrastructure needs (e.g., pipes to       
pump are getting old). She has one quote        
from H2O and expects more. Will need to        
have this information for the September      
pool meeting (if the meeting goes ahead). 
 
Claude reminded us that a switch to salt        
would damage the office (affects the control       
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panel room – corrode the electric panel,       
copper writing, etc.). We would like to see        
this in writing. Another option is UV       
lighting, to save on chemicals. The      
downside is the need for a $5,000 bulb that         
has to be replaced every 3-4 years. 
 
We wondered about the cost of installing a        
splash pad, with timer; however, it also uses        
a lot of water. CIPM to look into it. 
 

6.15 Repair of asphalt  
paths where ice  
builds up 

CIPM/Board CIPM requested a quote for damages to 762        
asphalt. It will be charged to Dominion.  
siding.  

6.16 Damages to Grass  
at 794 – 57A 

CIPM/Board Michelle had a look at the grass that may         
have been damaged by a black truck parking        
on it. The tenant says that it is not their          
truck. The grass doesn’t look too bad. 
 
As for the car parking on the grass in front          
of 44A, a car was blocking the sidewalk and         
bylaw gave a ticket. No longer a need to         
send infraction notice. 
 

6.18 Spring Walkabout CIPM/Board CIPM completed the spring inspection the      
morning of May 6th. Michelle is reviewing       
priority list and will share it with us.  
 

6.19 Reserve Fund CIPM/Board Nadia offered to get together with the Board        
to go over our Reserve Fund Study to help         
them have a better understanding for      
reading it and actioning the work to be done         
this year. We agreed to do it Tuesday        
evening, June 30.  

6.20  Hanging Flower  
Baskets 

CIPM/Board Nadia mentioned that she saw a few       
brackets screwed into the wood around the       
corporation. Claude and Michelle both     
confirmed that pressure cedar is not      
damaged by this. 
 
It was also noted that some of the blocks         
still to be sided have decals pasted on them.         
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This cannot happen to the new siding.       
Michelle will send a short notice to this        
effect. 
 
Michelle is also asking Keller about the       
nails on the siding under Eric’s living room        
window. Michelle will follow up as she       
goes through the walkabout list.  
 

6.21 Director End of  
Term/ 
Re-appointment 

CIPM/Board Michelle sent a notice to owners to invite        
them to join the Board. No one replied. It         
will be mentioned at the AGM.  

6.22 Fence behind Blocks 
766 and 762 

CIPM/Board Fence was demolished and removed. Cedar      
hedges need to be trimmed. Michelle will       
get a quote.  
 

6.23 Complaint by  
Owner (762-1A) 

CIPM/Board The owner of unit 1A is complaining that        
people are walking in front of her unit and         
then down a path to the bike path. She feels          
that the people are trespassing. The Board       
believes that the people are residents of our        
corporation and not trespassing. It has      
come to the Board’s attention that the owner        
is actually videoing the people who walk       
by. Michelle has video from a complainant       
and three email complaints. Michelle will      
send a strongly worded letter to the owner        
to the effect that the sidewalk in front of         
Block 762 is common element and does not        
belong to the unit holder. The man-made       
path to the bike path is actually on St. Louis          
Residence land and therefore we have no       
say who can walk there.  

6.24 Garbage Infractions CIPM/Board Units 27A and 58A were sent infraction       
notices regarding the garbage placed at the       
bins. OMS were asked to quote on       
providing more hours. She asked another      
company to quote. Michelle also asked the       
City to reconsider the number of bins. She        
would like an inspector to come and see if         
another bin could be placed given the great        
need.  
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CIPM is trying to find another contractor to        
do extra pickups. Can’t always get City       
quickly enough. 
 
Yawar and Michelle had sent quotes for       
cameras and monitoring. The Board agreed      
to meet with the potential contractor to       
discuss the project in late June. 
 

6.25 Noise Complaint CIPM/Board Unit 794-56B have been notified of a noise        
complaint and they seem to be cooperating.       
55A owner continues to complain about      
people sitting in the common area. The       
declaration allows for people to use the       
common element. The people aren’t     
disturbing residents either.  
 

6.26 Items to be  
Discussed at a 
Later Date 

CIPM/Board 1. Secretary (Jennifer said in May and June 
that she doesn’t mind taking minutes for a 
month or so while we try to recruit a board 
member to replace Heather, but I won’t be 
both the Treasurer and the Secretary for 
long and certainly not for all of this, my last, 
year on the board). 
 
2. Section 98 agreements (pick up our 
discussion of several months ago. Doesn’t 
have to be right now). 
 
3 Dryer vent cleaning (possibly at same 
time as fireplace inspections, as we once 
discussed). It hasn’t been done in years. 
Where vents don’t work, we need to ensure 
remedied to be safe. CIPM said the dryer 
cleaning would need to be done from both 
inside and out, and should be done annually. 
CIPM will ask Brian Buys to quote. 
 

 

7.  NEW BUSINESS 
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7.1 Garbage Control CIPM/Board Video cameras, identify people and charge 
back to owners. Cameras alone should be a 
deterrent. We have security issues around 
the property, e.g., vandalizing cars. We 
recognized that people may vandalize 
cameras. We wondered if cameras would 
reduce insurance costs. CIPM offered to set 
up a call for the board and contractor to 
discuss in late June. 
 

7.2 Bikes CIPM/Board We discussed a previous initiative for 
owners to tag bikes by a certain date. After 
that date, abandoned bikes will be cut off 
and disposed of. Michelle said she could 
send a notice to owners to indicate within 
15 days if they want to keep their bike 
there, put a ribbon or something on it. If 
bikes are not claimed, then a metal 
contractor will be asked to remove them (a 
name was offered).  
 

7.3 Vandalism by 71A CIPM A teenage boy from 71A egged 29A’s 
condo late at night twice in June. An 
infraction notice was sent to owner. The 
mother spoke to Michelle. She was very 
sorry and ensured that the boy wrote a letter 
of apology to the 29A owners. OMS was 
hired to clean it up and the owner will be 
charged. 
 

 
 Meeting adjourned at 8:18 pm  
  
The next Board meeting is scheduled for July 21, 2020 at 6:30 pm. 
Via Telephone Conference: Join by Hangouts 
Meet 
 Or by phone (number to be provided)  

  

Minutes Approved: _________________________ 
July 21, 2020 _________________________ 

 


